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EQUILATERAL SETS IN MINKOWSKI SPACES

CM. PETTY

Abstract. The structure of equilateral sets in an «-dimensional

Minkowski space Ma is shown to be closely related to the properties

of antipodal sets. The range of the cardinality of maximal equi-

lateral sets in M" is obtained and a subset characterization of antip-

odal sets is derived and applied to equilateral sets.

1. Introduction. A subset 5 of a metric space is said to be equi-

lateral provided each pair of points in 5 have the same distance. The

structure of such sets is well known in euclidean, hyperbolic and

spherical spaces but, due to the metric peculiarities, little is known

about such sets in elliptic «-space for n>5. See Blumenthal [l],

Blumen thai and Kelly [2], Haantjes [ó], and van Lint and Seidel [8].

We study here the structure of such sets in (real) finite dimen-

sional Banach spaces (Minkowski spaces) of dimension «>0. We

adopt the terminology and notation in DGK [4].

2. Equilateral sets. A subset 5 of an «-dimensional real linear space

R" is said to be antipodal provided for each pair of points p, qES

there exist disjoint parallel support hyperplanes P, Q such that pEP,

qEQ- Properties of antipodal sets have been studied in [3] and [5].

An antipodal set is finite and S is the set of vertices of the antipodal

poly tope A = conv 5.

A line L in a Minkowski space M" is normal to a hyperplane H

(or H is transversal to L) at a point/ if Li\H= {/} and the distance

xf^xy for xEL and y EH- The line through two points p and q will

be denoted by L(p, q).

Theorem 1. Let S be an equilateral set in a Minkowski space Mn.

Then S is an antipodal set such that for every pair of points p, qES the

hyper planes through p and q transversal to L(p, q) are support hyper-

planes to S.

Proof. Let diam S = d>0 and put S(z; p) = |x:||x —z|| =p}. If

p, qES, p9¿q, then the sphere S(p; d)Z)S~p. Let Q be a support

hyperplane to S(p; d) at q. Then the translate S(p; d) + (q — p)

= S(q; d) has a support hyperplane P at p parallel to Q and, since

S(q; d)Z)S~q, P is a support hyperplane of 5.
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Theorem 2. Let S be an antipodal set in Rn. Then there exists a

norm on Rn such that S is an equilateral set.

Proof. Let A = conv S. Since a norm on a subspace of Pn can be

extended to a norm on Rn, we may assume that dim A =n. The dif-

ference body A—A is a convex body which is centrally symmetric

about the origin 0. Since 5 is antipodal, for p, qES, p9^q, p — q is a

boundary point of A —A. Consequently, A —A determines a norm on

P" such that A — A is the unit cell and 5 is an equilateral set with

diam 5=1 which completes the proof.

If an antipodal set 5 has the property that for each pair of points

P, qES there exist parallel support hyperplanes P and Q such that

Pi~\S= [p], QC\S=\q], then 5 is said to be strictly antipodal

(Grünbaum [S]). From the proof of Theorem 1, it is seen that if a

set 5 consists of more than one point and (S — 5)~0 are exposed

points of 5(0; d), d>0, then 5 is a strictly antipodal equilateral set

of diameter d. If the unit cell is strictly convex then every equilateral

set is strictly antipodal. We prove next a definitive statement of this

situation.

If p is a boundary point of a convex set K then the tangent cone

to K with apex p, denoted by C(p; K), is defined to be the closure

of the smallest cone with apex p which contains K. An antipodal

poly tope A such that 5 = vert A is an equilateral set will be called

an equilateral polytope. The unit Minkowski cell B" is said to have

property P provided there exists a support hyperplane H to Bn which

contains equilateral polytopes Ai and A2 of diameter 2 such that

%(Ai+A2)EH(~\Bn and there exist /»¿Evert Ai (i=í, 2) such that

C(pi; Ai) contains a ray Pi opposite to a ray P2 of C(p2; A2), i.e.

Pi4-P2 is a line.

Theorem 3. Every equilateral set in M" is strictly antipodal if and

only if the unit Minkowski cell Bn does not have property P.

Proof. Suppose Bn has property P. Since P¿ (with apex p,) must

intersect the polytope A i in a segment, KP1+P2) is not an extreme

pointof^(^i4-^2).Let5¿ = vert^,-,5=(|5i)U(-^52)and^=conv5.

Then property P implies that 5 is an equilateral set of diameter 1.

Now 5 is strictly antipodal if and only if for any x, yES, x^y, x — y

is an extreme point (vertex) of A—A. But A — A DK^i-f-^) and

2P1» — i/>2€E5, ^Pxt^— \pi- Therefore 5 is not strictly antipodal.

Now suppose that 5 is an equilateral set of diameter 2 which is not

strictly antipodal and let A =conv 5. There exist p, qES, pr¿q, such

that p — q is not an extreme point of A — A. It follows that C(p; A)
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contains a ray Ri with apex p parallel to a ray ( — R2) with apex q

and contained in C(q; A). We may assume that \(p+q) is the origin

and let ii be a support hyperplane to B" at p. By Theorem 1, H

and — H are also support hyperplanes to A and consequently H and

— H con tain Ri and ( — R2) respectively. Let A i = HC\A, —A2 = ( — H)

C\A, pi = p, p2= —q = pi- Since Ai and — A2 are faces of A consisting

of more than one point, it follows that A, is an equilateral poly tope

with diam Ai = 2 (i—l, 2). If x,G^4¿ then, since XiEH, —x2E—H

and diam ^4=2, we have ||xi+X2|| =2. Consequently, %(Ai+A2)

EHC\Bn and B" has property P which completes the proof.

If some 2-dimensional central section of Bn is a parallelogram then

Bn has property P. However, the converse is not true in general for

n>2. In R3, let

5 - {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (VS/3, y/3/3, 1)}.

The five points in 5 form an antipodal set which is not strictly antip-

odal. The 20 points in (S — S)~0 lie in 3 parallel planes. Five of the

six points in x3 = l (x3=—1) are the vertices Vi (V2) of a convex

pentagon and the sixth point, which lies on the x3 axis, is in the rela-

tive interior of the pentagon. The remaining 8 points lie on the ellipse

£:x?+xiX2+X2 = l, x3 = 0. Let B3 = conv(ViKJV2VJE). The elliptic

cylinder x\+xix2+3c\ = \ contains ViUV2 with the six points (0, +1,

±1), (+1, 0, ±1), (±V3/3, ± V3/3, ±1) lying on the cylinder.
Since any segment on this cylinder lies on a generator, the extreme

points of B3 constitute the set FiUF2U£. In the Minkowski space

with B3 as unit cell the set 5 is equilateral with diameter 1 and con-

sequently B3 has property P. Suppose some central section of B3 is

a parallelogram. Since the points in E are extreme points of B3, a

pair of opposite vertices of the parallelogram belong to E. By con-

sidering parallel support planes to B3 at the midpoints of opposite

sides of the parallelogram, one sees that some projection of B3 is a

parallelogram Q. Now the projection of E is either an ellipse or a seg-

ment and consequently E projects onto a diagonal of Q. But then the

pentagons would project onto segments parallel to this diagonal block-

ing off the other two vertices of G. Therefore, no central section of

B3 can be a parallelogram.

An equilateral set is said to be maximal if it is not a proper subset

of any other equilateral set.

Theorem 4. // 5 is a maximal equilateral set in Mn then

min(4, n + 1) ^ card 5 g 2",
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where the bounds are sharp for all n ^ 1. The right-hand equality holds

if and only if S is the set of vertices of a parallelotope A = conv 5 and

A is a Minkowski cell.

Proof. Danzer and Grünbaum [3] have shown that the maximum

number of points in an antipodal set in P" is 2n and this maximum

number is attained only if the points of the antipodal set are the ver-

tices of an «-dimensional parallelotope. Suppose then that card 5

= 2", diam S = d, and y is the center of the parallelotope A =conv 5.

The Minkowski cell with center y and radius d/2 contains 5 on its

boundary. A chord of this cell through y and parallel to an edge of A

has the same length as the edge and consequently the endpoints of

the chord are the centers of opposite (« — 1)-dimensional faces

(facets) of A. A supporting plane to this cell at an endpoint of this

chord must contain the corresponding facet of A and it follows that

A is a Minkowski cell.

For n = 2, it is easily seen that each pair of points p, q with distance

pq = d>0 can be extended, in either closed half-space bounded by

L(p, q), to at least one equilateral triple with diameter d. We will

show that each equilateral triple in M3 can be extended to an equi-

lateral quadruple.

In M3, let 0, pi, pi be an equilateral triple of diameter 1 lying in a

plane H. Let F = Ki\S(0; 1), where K is a closed half-space bounded

by H. Define the continuous mapping/:5(0; 1)—>£2 by f(z) = (zpi,

zpi). Since Pand —Pare simply connected,/(P) and/( —P) are sim-

ply connected. If C = Hr\S(0; 1), we will show that/(C) either en-

circles (1, 1) or (1, l)Ef(C). In the latter case, there exists qEC

such that/(g) = (l, 1) and 0, pi, pi, q are a planar equilateral quad-

ruple which are the vertices of a parallelogram which is also a

Minkowski circle. In the former case, 0, pi, p2 can be extended in

either closed half-space K or —AT to a three-dimensional equilateral

quadruple.

Orient the Minkowski circle C by the shorter of the two arcs from

pi to pi. As z traverses C in the positive sense from a point xEC

to —x, the distance xz is nondecreasing. For if L is a supporting line

in H to C at z with orientation induced by that of C, then the ray

from x parallel to the ray from 0 to z cuts L in a point/ which pre-

cedes z on L and/is a foot of x on L. Let H^i+^H = s, l¿s¿2. As z

traverses C in the positive sense starting from pi, z encounters pi, p2,

-Pi, -P*, Pi withf(Pi) = (0, l),f(p2) = (1, 0),f(-pi) = (2, s)J(-Pi)
= (s, 2). Following z along the four arcs, one shows that either/(C)

encircles (1, 1) or (1, 1)G/(C).
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For the general case, the extension of equilateral sets stops with

four points. In Rn, we3, let Sn~2 be the euclidean sphere in the

(«—1)-dimensional subspace x„ = 0 and let pi= (0, • • • , 0, 1),

p2=(0, ■ ■ -, 0, —1). In the Minkowski space with unit cell

conv(Sn~2Upi'<Jp2), the points pi, p2, x, —x for xG-S"-2 form a

maximal equilateral quadruple of diameter 2. This completes the

proof.

More restrictive bounds for card 5 are obtained in Theorem 4 if

Bn does not have property P (Theorem 3). However, the best bounds

are unknown for n > 3. For n = 3 we obtain 4 ^ card 5^5 (Grünbaum

[5]).

Theorem 5. Let S be a k-dimensional subset of Rn, 2g¿^w. If, for

each subset of S with k + 2 or fewer points there exists a norm on Rn

such that this subset is equilateral, then there exists a norm on Rn such

that S is equilateral.

Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 1, 2 and the following

result.

Theorem 6. If S is a k-dimensional set in Rn, 2^k^n, such that

every subset of S with k + 2 or fewer points is antipodal then S is antip-

odal.

Proof. We may assume that 5 lies in a ¿-dimensional subset of

euclidean space Eh with unit sphere S*-1 and inner product denoted

by (x, y). Let S0 be a ¿-dimensional finite subset of 5 with points

p, q, xi, • ■ ■ , xm. We may assume that q is the origin and m>k. Put

Ki= {u: \u\ =1, ((p — Xi), w)^0, (xi, w)èO), * = 1, • • • , m. There

exist disjoint parallel support hyperplanes to So at p and q if and

only if K = KiP\ ■ ■ ■ C\Km is nonempty. By hypothesis, p — Xi, x,- are

not collinear with the origin q and therefore Ki is a (closed) homology

cell in 5*_1. Each Ki is contained in the hemisphere {m:|m| =1,

(p, m)^0} and, from the hypothesis, each intersection of k or fewer

members of the family {Ki] is a homology cell. Consequently, by

Helly's topological theorem (Helly [7]), K is nonempty (see DGK

[4] for spherical analogues of Helly's theorem). Since this argument

may be applied to any two points of So we conclude that So is antip-

odal. The set S is therefore finite since So can have at most 2* points

and we may set S = So, which completes the proof.

To see that the number k + 2 cannot be reduced in the hypotheses

of Theorems 5 and 6, one may consider the set 5 consisting of the

vertices of a ¿-simplex and its centroid.
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